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After a stay of around 19 months in the sign of Libra and being in a constant yuti with Saturn
there Rahu is entering Virgo today. Ketu, which is the opposite end of the Rahu-Ketu axis also
changes signs and leaves Aries to enter Pisces. This transit of Rahu in Kanya and Ketu in Meen
will be till 30th January 2016. This change of signs finally ends the tumultuous combination of
Saturn and Rahu in the sign of Libra. The exalted Saturn which will stay alone in Libra now will
be able to show its full effects again. 

The next Rahu-Shani yuti will be from 29th March 2025 to 18th May 2025. And, the next
Rahu-Shani yuti in Tula will be from 11th October 2161 to 23rd November 2161.

  Rahu and Ketu have previously transited in the Kanya and Meen rashis respectively from 6th
December 1995 to 24th June 1997. The next such transit after the present 2014-15-16 one will
be from 16th February 2033 to 5th September 2034. 

Rahu in Virgo and Ketu in Pisces will bring some new technological advancements all over the
world. Business will grow and economic recovery will happen in many nations. But, religious
fundamentalism will increase at the same time and it will pose a big problem all over the world. 

In India, there will be increased unrest in the minds of the common people. Political situation will
stay stable for the first six months but thereafter the infighting and backstabbing will begin.
Although the revenue generation by the government will be higher than before there will be
deficiencies in the proper utilization of the earned revenue for the benefit of the masses.

Rahu in Virgo and Ketu in Pisces usually cause some severe weather conditions and great loss
of lives too as a result. Chances of mishaps in aviation sector are quite high during this transit.
But, this Rahu-Ketu transit will also create better networking between the different airlines and
more places and people will be connected through them. Other sectors of transport like
railways, shipping and road transport will also progress well.  

The effect of Rahu in Kanya and Ketu in Meen on the twelve ascendants and moon-signs will
be as follows:

1. Aries - Mesh: Removal of obstacles in profession; good progress in career; increase in
income; better relations with spouse, friends and colleagues; increase in expenses; long
distance travels; change of residence.

2. Taurus - Vrishabh: Better situation at workplace, change of job; better health; slight
improvement in relations with superiors at work; increase in worries about welfare of children
and dependents; huge monetary gains; disturbance or alteration in the course of education;
better circle of friends and better business contacts.

3. Gemini - Mithun: Eagerness for a big change in profession; joblessness for a few months;
new job in a totally new area of work; change in business; acquisition of new property; troubles
in matters related to real estate and residence; change of residence; health problems for
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parents.

4. Cancer - Karka: Increase in confidence; frequent domestic and foreign travels; improvement
in health; better income; anxieties about siblings and souring of relations with them;
improvement in work; change of residence; good progress in education.

5. Leo - Simha: Financial worries; increase in expenses; health problems; family worries;
troubles related to banking; persistent and irritating health problems related to mouth, eyes,
skin, liver and urinary system; a small surgery is possible.

6. Virgo - Kanya: Health worries; extreme lows and highs of mental and physical energy; secret
activities; increase in confidence; satisfactory progress in work; increase in income; success in
politics; fame and recognition.

7. Libra - Tula: Increase in expenses; legal hassles; better income; change of residence;
acquisition of a new house; end of worries related to real estate; short term health problems;
increase in debt.

8. Scorpio - Vrishchik: Improvement in health; increase in income; success in enterprises;
change of residence; migration abroad; reduction in legal hassles and worries related to real
estate; good progress in education; better business contacts; unexpected monetary gains.

9. Sagittarius - Dhanu: Unforeseen difficulties in job and business; increase in the burden of
work but a reduction in work satisfaction; expansion of business; health problems for parents;
bad relations with superiors at work despite better performance; vehicular mishaps.

10. Capricorn - Makar: Relief from stress related to work; better performance and more
satisfaction in job and business; increase in income; gains from offshore dealings and foreign
travels; increase in confidence; better relations with parents and siblings; unplanned but fruitful
long distance travels; better health.

11. Aquarius - Kumbh: Improvement in health; good monetary gains; increase in personal and
business debt; fame and recognition; success in politics; good progress in business; migration
abroad or long term foreign travels; souring of relations with relatives; health problems occurring
and vanishing mysteriously, good monetary gains from past investments. 

12. Pisces - Meen: Reduction in worries related to finances; better health; marital conflicts;
health problems for spouse; troubles in business partnership; marriage for the unmarried; a new
love in life.
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